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Homework-4:  Graphing Ocean Data   
[based on the Chauffe & Jefferies (2007)] 

 

A. Graphs 
 
The term "datum" refers to one unit of information. The plural of 

datum is "data." In science, data is typically presented in tables. 

However, these data are often better understood, when they are 

plotted on a graph.  

 

There are many types of graphs. The segments of a pie diagram 

(Figure 4-1) represent percentages of the whole. Bar diagrams 

(Figure 4-2) usually consist of sets of horizontal or vertical 

bars, where the longer bars represent the larger data values. 

(A classical thermometer is a thin tube filled with mercury or 

colored alcohol - a single bar - the height of which represents 

the temperature).   

 

The most commonly used graph in oceanography and other 

sciences is a line graph. Figure 4-3 is an example in which 

the straight lines show the relationships between the 

dependent variable (here, Number of fish observed) and the 

independent variable (here, Depth) in 

locations A and B, respectively.  Here the 

no. of fish observed are scaled on the 

horizontal axis (or abscissa) and the Depth 

(in meters) is scaled on the vertical scale 

(or ordinate). We see from this graph that in 

Location A, the number of fish increased as 

the depth increased; and in Location B, the 

number of fish decreased as the depth 

increased. Often, the relationships between 

  
Figure 4-1 Pie chart of 
the Earth’s land/sea 
percentages. 

 

Figure 4-2 Bar chart of fish (tons) 
caught per year. 

 

 
Figure 4-3 Distinctly different profiles of the numbers 
of fish observed at two different locations A and B. 
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the dependent and independent variable are much more complex than in this example. 

This example is a profile graph (dependent variable versus depth) and is a common way 

displaying oceanographic properties. In fact, profile plots are often constructed with pressure as 

the independent variable for depth because it is most often measured directly rather than depth. It 

is also convenient that 1 decibar of pressure is approximately equal to 1 meter of depth.  

 

Typically, ocean researchers present their 

temperature, salinity, water density, velocity 

of sound, or oxygen content data versus 

depth (or pressure). In this example, we 

have used a linear-linear scale type like 

that in Figure 4-4. What makes the scales 

linear is that the units on both axes are 

uniform; 10m per division on the depth 

scale (ordinate) and 0.5oC per division on 

the temperature scale (abscissa), 

respectively. The depth scale refers to the 

surface at 0 m; with a maximum depth of 

100m. The temperature scale is referenced 

across the surface starting at 0oC; with a 

maximum temperature of 35oC.  

 

B. Data  
 
The data in the Table 1 were obtained by making measurements of ocean temperature (Table 

4.1) using an eXpendable BathyThermograph (XBT) like the one in the upper right in Figure 4.5. 

Note that the temperature data in Table 4.1 is presented every 1m in the upper 20m of the ocean; 

every 10m between 20 m and 100m depths; and every 100m between 100 m and 1000m depths. 

When you plot the data in the Exercise below, you will see why this uneven sampling of the 

XBT record resolves the major features of the temperature profile. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 4-4 A linear-linear graph 
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Figure 4-5 The expendable bathythermograph (XBT, pictured to the 
right) is released from the launcher (left) by pulling the pin depicted to 
the right. The XBT -about to enter the water- is highlighted. The 
weighted devise falls through the water column; spooling out thin 
copper wire that carries the temperature-related voltage up the wire to 
the ship. The voltage is converted to temperature and recorded versus 
the depth (length of wire). An example of XBT data is presented in 
Table 4.1.  

Table 4.1 Ocean XBT 
Temperature Profile 
Data 

Depth 

(m) 

Temperature

(oC) 

0  32.00
1 31.00 
2 30.50 
3 30.25 
4 30.00 
5 29.75 
6 29.40 
7 29.15 
8 29.03 
9 29.00 
10 28.50 
11 26.00
12 24.25 
13 20.50 
14 19.50
15 17.00
16 14.20
17 11.30
18 9.00
19 7.00
20 5.75 
30 3.40 
40 3.20 
50 3.00 
60 2.90 
100 2.70 
200 2.60 
300 2.50 
400 2.40 
700 2.30 
800 2.20 
900 2.10 
1000 2.00 
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Homework-4 
 

Exercise - USING GRAPHS to INTERPRET OCEAN DATA 
 

1. Plot the Table 4.1 data from the uppermost 100m of the ocean on the linear graph in 
Figure 4-6. 
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2. Questions:  Visual inspection of the plotted XBT data from the upper 100m. 

 
    a. What do the plotted XBT measurements reveal about the ocean temperature                           

in the upper 10m? 

 
 

 
   b. What do the plotted XBT measurements reveal about the ocean temperature               

between 10m and 20m? 
 

 
 
 

  c. What do the plotted XBT measurements reveal about the ocean temperature                
between 20m and 100m? 

 
 
 
 

3. Plot the XBT data in Table 4.1 on the 1000m-linear graph in Figure 4-7 for: 
a. every 10 m between 0 m and 100 m of the ocean. 
b. every 100 m between 100 m and 1000 m of the ocean.  

 
 

4. Questions:  Visual inspection of the XBT data from the 1000m water column. 
 

    a. What do the plotted XBT measurements reveal about the ocean temperature                           
deeper than 100 m? 

 
 

 
   b. What is the difference of the surface ocean temperature (at 0 m) and the temperature 

at 1000 m in degrees Centigrade? _______oC; and degrees Fahrenheit? ________oF 
 

  
c. Venture a guess as to the reason for this temperature difference. 
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